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"Students
have
difficulty
transferring
credits
because our
inter
disciplinary
courses
have no
counterparts
at other
campuses."
- Marsha Moroh,
University Provost

Changes in CSUMB’s academic curricu
lum will be postponed for a year to make
sure they fit within the core values and
vision of the school according to Marsha
Moroh, provost.
In 2003, the California Senate passed
Bill 81, the catalyst that sparked the discus
sion of change to CSUMB’s curriculum.
Bill 81 states that California State
Universities and Community Colleges
within California are required to, “develop
guidelines to ensure that the articulated
coursework completed by Community
College students in an integrated program
is equivalent to coursework offered to
California State University students”.
Sometimes it is hard to determine
whether or not CSUMB’s coursework is
transferable and exchangeable with other
California State University coursework.
“Students have difficulty transferring cred
its because our interdisciplinary courses
have no counterparts at other campuses,”
said Moroh.
CLASSES continued on page 4
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Non-profits help
make the holidays
happy for all

Learning
to toe the
Tyler Fann, Staff Reporter

to Informing the

CSUMB Stats:
Where we stand

3,851
Number of Full time
students enrolled at
CSUMB in 2004.

17%
Percent of CSUMB
students currently

The Rice Plus Project and Food
Bank of Monterey County are
currently running food drives.
Both volunteer groups are dedi
cated to providing food for fami
lies during the holidays.
The Food Bank of Monterey
County is a non-profit organiza-

They are busy all day
sorting, packing, and
delivering boxes of
food for people who
are hungry.

enrolled in Liberal

Studies

48%
Percent of20032004 school year

tion that provides meals for the
less fortunate. They have many
programs that run year long such
as the Senior Brown Bag Program,
The Food for Children Program,

and the USDA Food Program.
Lee Hulquist is program man
ager of The Food Bank For
Monterey County and said, “The
Food Bank For Monterey County
is run mainly by an all volunteer
work force. They are busy all day
sorting, packing, and delivering
boxes of food for people who are
hungry.”
The Food Bank services over
40 distribution sites in the county.
In total they help distribute over
4,000 bags of food per month in
Monterey County.
Individuals can also go online
and participate in their virtual
food drive at food4hungry.org
where every dollar that is donated
online is worth $8 of food.
Like
many
organiza
tions that serve the poor
in the Monterey County,
the need for donations is the

Masters degree recipi

FOOD continued on page 4

ents who received

their degree in
Education

*Information
according to
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University Statistical
Abstracts for
2003 - 2004.
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News
University Villages: the dawn of a new Marina
Leslie Connolly, Staff Reporter
Leslie_Conolly@csumb.edu

&

Crystal Costa, Staff Reporter
Crystal_Costa@csumb.edu

Development of University
Villages in Marina has already
begun. Developers of the project
plan to construct 420 acres con
sisting of retail businesses and
1,267 housing units in the “afford
able” range, meaning below aver
age market rate.
The process and planning began
a couple of years ago with vari
ous meetings and partnerships.
However, Nov. 1 developers offi
cially broke ground on the project.
University Villages will be
located on the former Fort Ord.
According to an information
packet for the City of Marina
Strategic Development Center,
“The specific plan area is bounded
on the west by Highway 1, to the
south and east by California State
University Monterey Bay, and
links to the city of Marina to the
north and the east.”
Along with the numerous hous
ing projects being built, there are
also plans for a mall, two hotels
with a total of 500 rooms and
even talk of a possible beach
boardwalk. The Marina University
Villages website calls the project
the “Gateway to the Monterey
Peninsula.”
Debby Platt, Project Manager
of University Villages said that the
“development is utilizing smart
growth,” which means the com
munity is built to sustain itself.
She wants the University Villages
to be pedestrian oriented and pro
vide a sense of community by
enabling people to walk more.
Numerous developers have
signed on to make this project
happen, such as Shea Homes,
Shea Properties, Centex, Centex
Homes and J.F. Shea.
Centex Homes and Shea
Properties developed the Marina
Community Partners, who pre
sented the ideas to develop the
layout of University Villages. <■ .
John McCutchon, the Chief of
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Staff at CSUMB, has attended feel they were not included in
more than 50 public meetings on the overall design process. Since
the project as representation for this project is located very close
CSUMB. He said, “This develop to the campus some students feel
ment provides us with the ameni they should have been included
ties of a real community. Now we in the design and layout of the
are isolated from Monterey and University Villages.
Seaside, but the Village Center
Anthony Radford, a senior
will provide shopping, eating, a business major, lives in Marina in
possible movie complex and even the Frederick Park Apartments.
opportunities for jobs and intern He has mixed feelings about
ships in a close area.”
this development. “I’m excited
Niraj Dangoria, Associated about it because there will be
Vice President
more options
of Campus
near campus
“I’m excited about it
Development
and we won’t
because there will be
& Operations
have to drive
more options near
said, “Given
into Seaside
what exists
or Monterey.
campus and we won’t
on the site
Maybe it will
have to drive into
today, aban
provide some
Seaside or Monterey.
doned Army
sort of night
barracks that
life closer to
Maybe it will provide
continue to
campus.”
some sort of night life
deteriorate on
On the other
closer to campus.”
a daily basis,
hand he also
anything that
thinks that the
-ANTHONY RADFORD
is new is
small commu
going to be
nity feel is what
a big change
makes CSUMB
and hopefully for the better.”
different from other college cam
Not everyone is happy about puses.
the development of the University
Although there will be a great
Villages. Some CSUMB students amount of traffic, noise, and con

The city of Marina hopes University Villages will boost the local economy.

struction, planners are focusing ment of homes and retail space
on the positive things they are for this growing population might
doing for the Marina community. be somewhat relieved with the
According to Platt, the con University Villages.
tractors will
This
may
be able to
also help boost
The development is
recycle the
the economy in
utilizing smart growth,
components
Marina. It is no
taken
out
secret that the
which means the
of Fort Ord
city of Marina’s
community is built
such as the
economy was
to sustain itself. The
asphalt. They
affected dramati
also plan to
cally when thou
University Villages will
incorporate
sands of people
be pedestrian oriented
green build
left Fort Ord in
and provide a sense of
ings, which
1993 when the
have
high
Base closed.
community by enabling
efficiency
In the City of
people to walk more.
plumbing and
Marina News
use less water.
Letter, struggles
The buildings
are
remem
will have more insulation so less bered: “The closure of Ord sig
energy is used as well.
nificantly affected our community
In addition, the Monterey when jobs were lost. Many local
County population is not shrink businesses closed and city rev
ing. According to the California enues decreased substantially.”
Coastal Commission, by the year
Demolition of buildings will
2010 Santa Cruz and Monterey be in high gear for the next year.
counties are expected to grow by Platt hopes they will be construct
150,000 people.
ing new buildings in a year from
Since the majority of Pacific now. Only time will tell if this
Grove, Carmel, and Monterey are project achieves its goal of being
already developed, the develop a coastal destination.
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News

Employee union
may cut paychecks
Matt Faust, Staff Reporter
Matthew_Faust@csumb.edu

A two-year-old student’s union
that was recently recognized
on campus has the faculty and
staff tutors of Academic Skills
Achievement Program (ASAP,
CSUMB’s Tutoring Center)
and teaching assistants (TAs)
at CSUMB worried about their
paychecks.
The Cal. State Tutors Union
works for equal pay among
CSU tutors and teacher’s assis
tants, which came to the school
this fall to oversee ASAP. They
explained the union process and
the unequal pay among assistants
at CSUMB when compared to
other campuses.
“The Union Representatives
stated that our school’s TAs and
Tutors get paid better than any
other Cal. State school,” said
math tutor and graduate Denise

Huey. All CSU tutors, except for
CSUMB tutors, get paid mini
mum wage and no pay increase.
CSUMB’s pay starts at $8.25 and
get raises due to their evaluations
at the end of the semester.

"The Union
Representatives
stated that our
school’s TAs and
Tutors get paid better
than any other Cal.
State school."
-DENISE HUEY

Tutors and TAs are upset about
the possibility of a pay cut from
what they are already making.
Writing tutor Kristina Kendrick
said, “I don’t want my pay to
be decreased, because we barely

make enough at this job as it is
and I already work another job
on the side.”
Huey also said that the posi
tive side of the union is that if a
bill gets passed, a new rule will
be that every 10 hours per week
a TA or tutor works, their tuition
will be waived that semester. The
maximum amount of hours stu
dents can work per week is 20
hours, so most of the tutors in the
CSU system can get free educa
tion with their job.
But most of CSUMB’s TAs
are unsure if they want this new
union bill to be passed. Huey
said, “I think it is very hard
to decide what to do when the
union does not give us a chance
to vote and decide.”
Every CSU had the chance
to vote for representatives that
would fulfill certain chairs for the
union. However, CSUMB’s fac
ulty and staff did not get notified
except for a couple personnel in
the ASAP and Math Department,
which still did not provide enough
votes to help certain representa
tives obtain a spot in the union.

You don’t have to go Sar Sor all your
shopping, ORD MARKET, Sor all your
shopping needs.

Near the Campus Apartments

Master’s in Public
Policy to be offered
Heather Johnson, A & E editor
Heather_Johnson@csumb.edu

The Masters in Public Policy
(MPP) program, sponsored by the
Leon & Sylvia Panetta Institute
for Public Policy, offers students
interested in politics, government
policy and health and human ser
vices, a Master’s degree in inter
disciplinary studies with a con
centration in government.
The MPP program gives students
two public policy field concentra
tions to choose from: Politics and
Government Policy with classes
held at the Panetta Institute (86E)
and Health Services Policy by
the Department of Health, Human
Services Public Policy with
classes held at CSUMB.
“I didn’t expect that I would
learn as much from the students
as I do from the professors,” said
second year MPP student Amy
Roberts. “Every person has their
own experiences in public policy
that they bring to the table.”
Located near the comer of
Second Avenue and Third Street
on the CSUMB campus, the
Panetta Institute was founded by

Leon Panetta and his wife Sylvia.
“The Mission of our Institute is
to inspire young people to lives
of public service and the purpose
of this program is to give students
the opportunity to experience.”
said Panetta.
According to the MPP pam
phlet, Panetta teaches many of
the government concentration
courses including “Congressional
and Presidential Politics and
Policymaking” and “Budget
Policy and Politics” by “draw
ing on his experience as House
Budget Committee chairman,
0MB director, and White House
chief of staff.”
Consisting of 13 courses, the
MPP curriculum requires a total
of 46 units. A student averaging
two classes a semester can com
plete the program in three years.
Students who graduate with a
Master’s degree in Public Policy
can pursue a career in govern
ment, community and nonprofit
work, as well as other forms of
public services.
The first MPP graduates are
scheduled to receive their degrees
in May of next year.

Paper due at 9 tomorrow?
Still researching at 2 AM?
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$2.49

Ben & Jerry Ice Cream (pint)
PRESENT TO CLERK
FOR DISCOUNT
*ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE*

(4)
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CSUMB receives 5% off on all Grocery Purchase only
at ORD MARKET.
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Classes

... from page 1

Bill 81 also states is that every
California State University should,
“enable candidates for teaching
credentials to engage in profes
sional preparation, concurrently
with subject matter preparation,
while completing baccalaureate
degrees.”
There was a mandate estab
lished by the Board of Trustees in
July of 1998, which suggested all
the California State Universities
integrate the teaching credential
with the regular curriculum.
“By Sept. 1999, all CSU cam
puses will have a continuum of
teacher preparation programs
including four or five year inte
grated programs, extended edu
cation, district partnerships, and
traditional fifth year programs,”
read a document prepared by
the Committee on Educational
Policy.
CSUMB is the only Cal State
that has yet to rearrange its Liberal
Studies (LS) major to integrate a
Teaching Credential program.
Within the mandate the
Chancellor suggested that stu
dents should be graduating with
a 120 unit BA. This means that
changing CSUMB’s courses to fit
the credential program into the LS
major, means that each courses
credits are going to have to be
reduced.
Liberal Studies incorporates
other classes such as math, sci
ence and art, which are majors
all on their own. Other majors on
campus are going to have to work
together to make sure their classes
work for LS students.
With these changes, students

Food . from page 1
need for donations is the greatest
during the winter months.
Fifteen years ago, Sandhya
Koiar responded to a critical need
to provide food for field workers
of the Salinas - Valley who were
going hungry during the winter
months when agricultural jobs are
scarce.
She purchased a 50-pound sack
of rice and, with the help of her
daughter, divided it into smaller
4 Otter Realm | Dec. 8—Dec. 14,2005

planning on majoring in LS
should be able to graduate in a
timely manner.
CSUMB
has
University
Learning Requirements (ULRs),
known as General Ed (GEs) at
other CSUs. CSUMB ULRs
include a two year foreign lan
guage requirement as well as a
service learning requirement,
while other CSUs don’t require
either language or service learn
ing as part of their general educa
tion requirements.
CSUMB is known for its
uniqueness in its courses and
majors. It will take a lot more
work to make sure that all the
changes done to the curriculum,
will not affect the uniqueness as
well as affect the core values and
vision, according to Moroh.
“All of us are committed to
preserving the Vision and core
values of CSUMB as reflected in
the curriculum, so any changes
would have to be carefully done
so that they don’t compromise
those features,” stated Moroh.
To date, a number of options
proposed on how to go about fix
ing this issue but nothing solid
yet.
“We don’t yet have a clear
plan, but people are committed to
working on it,” said Moroh.
Until there is a clear plan for
a way to go about meeting these
mandates, there will be no changes
done to the courses. Moroh is
positive that there is a way to pre
serve the core values and vision
of CSUMB at the same time as
making the necessary changes.
“This is very important and
I think we can do it,” stated
Moroh.

City of Marina hits its

bags to distribute it to families.
This job quickly expanded into
a regular monthly event, which
today is called The Rice Plus
Project. Last year the group dis
tributed over 22 tons of rice to
needy families.
The project has expanded to
delivering canned foods, clothing,
and toiletries. Volunteers do all
the work so every dollar received
goes directly to those in need.
“I feel privileged to be a link
between the families in need and
the volunteers who help support

them,” said Rosa Rivas, an out
reach specialist in the Salinas
school district. “Last year we
distributed about three times the
usual amount of food and other
necessities, and wrapped over
800 gifts for children at Christmas
time.”
Right now the project needs
additional funds to meet the needs
of the Monterey County families
it serves. To make a tax-deduct
ible donation to the Rice Plus
Project, contact Sandhya Kolar at
(831)624-6715.

30th year
Lauren Patron, Staff Writer
Lauren_Patron@csumb.edu

The city of Marina began
its 30th birthday celebration
with a mixer held at the UC
MBEST Center off of Imjin
Road on Friday, Nov. 11. The
event brought together the best
of Marina’s restaurants, winer
ies, and breweries while engag
ing in music provided by Youth
Music Monterey.
Saturday’s event was a fam
ily oriented event. From 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. the community
came together in a free event at
Vince DiMaggio Park. The city
offered its guests international
entertainment, food, games and
activities.
On Nov. 13, the city gath
ered at CSUMB’s University
Center to formally celebrate its
30 years with an Anniversary
Dinner.
Luana Conley, executive
director of Marina’s Chamber
of Commerce, said, “Sunday
night’s formal dinner at CSUMB
focused on city history with a
video by Gary Wilmot, Marina
councilman.”
“He put together stills of

Marina’s beginnings, with -a
musical soundtrack adding to
the excitement, leading up to
images of the developments
we have in the works. A color
guard and proclamations by
local officials added to the sig
nificance of the event,” Conley
said.
The City of Marina com
prises half of the CSUMB cam
pus on Fort Ord.
On Nov. 30, the City cel
ebrated its grand opening for
its newest member of the City,
a Ramada Inn, located at 323
Reservation Road.
In accordance to the City
of Marina’s Chamber of
Commerce Web site, the city is
also working in connection to
CSU Monterey Bay’s Science
and Technology department
to construct a “small business
incubator facility” at the airport
business park.
In the future, they are look
ing to build more structures that
will help enrich the city and
bring employment and oppor
tunity to their vastly growing
community.

News

TAPS
gone Wild
Matt Faust, Staff Reporter
Matthew_Faust@csumb.edu

TAT students were waiting anxiously at
the BBC to see their works of art displayed
for TAT’s annual TAPS (Teledramatic
Arts Performance Showcase). Students
came dressed to impress with their formal
attire and with stuffed animals as sidekicks. No one was to be without a date to
this premiere.
TAPS started their event by playing an
intro video geared toward the event. With
students pumped and eagerly excited to
see each other’s work.and trailers to cap
stones that w‘ill be presented at the end of
the semester, the BBC was packed with
laughs and yelling for more.
“I feel a little nostalgic,” said MPA
graduate Keith Bruecker

TAPS has been going on for seven years
now. Students can bring anything that they
have worked on in their TAT classes to
independent short film or anime.
“This film festival gives encourage
ment to TAT students to give them posi
tive feedback on their work and help
them to get started into the film industry
with a sense of pride,” stated TAT junior,
Lindsay Cesmat.
“There are a high percentage of stu
dents who participate in this film festi
val,” explained senior TAT major Theresa
Moore. She has been to the film festival a
couple times and she is always intrigued
by other’s great works.
Moore explained that TAPS first started
out with theater, there are still theater
performances from students who perform
their own peaces in which they have writ
ten and would like to once make their own

Everyone's

harvest

MARINAS CERTIFIED FARMER'S MARKET

Every Sunday 10 a m.-2 p.m.

PHOTOS BY CHAD GHIRON

theatrical plays.
“People use to
perform their works
from the theater and
do skits, but then it
changed to be both
Theater Arts and
Film,” stated Moore.
TAPS is scheduled
before finals allowing Sabrina Hill and Dan Preiser share a moment with their respective “dates” (above
right). William Campbell presents his theatrical piece (above left).
students and faculty
to see the progress students have made said, “I am excited to see the trailer but
and the techniques used to master their first I need another drink!”
projects. For senior TAT student Steve
The night seemed to be a kickoff and
Schimer, who has finished his capstone students were proud of their work and
and is waiting to present his final work, performances.

ROOM 4 RENT
In 5 bedroom house, full privileges, includes
PG&E, shared bath. Compatible pets considered
for extra fee. $450 with deposit. Washer/Dryer on
Premises. Quiet place to stude, in the Country. Just
15 minutes from campus in Prunedale.

(831)663-4508
WANTED: POSSIBILITARIANS in Salinas, California

Fresh quality, reasonably priced produce and many unique goods

EBT & WIC happily accepted

Marina Transit Station, 280 Reservation Rd &De Forest
across from the Marina Post Office 831.384.6961

Live-in social justice summer interns needed. Housing, food, $300 per month
stipend. Serve with guests at a soup kitchen and hospitality center (Dorothy’s)
and participate in a youth program (Margaret’s Place). This is an opportunity to
experience how a social justice non-profit runs, sustains, struggles to empower
those in need. Live with interfaith companions who are committed to simple
living, personal and community growth. Live out your own possibilities!
Call the Franciscan Workers of Junípero Serra at 831-757-3838 or 831-776-8038.
E-mail imagineparadise@gmail.com.
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Sports
Michael’s Nook
Prior to the 104-41 debacle to
the UCLA Bruins, the Otter men
were fans.
“When I got in there, I just
thought about all of the great
players that played there,” said
Richard Jenkins.
And why wouldn’t he? The
6-foot-5 forward wasn’t even
bom when NBA greats like Gail
Goodrich, Marques Johnson, Bill
Walton and most notably, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, who is arguably the
best center to ever play the game,
graced the courts at UCLA’s
Pauley Pavilion.
The coaching is nothing to be
scoffed at either. Former head
coach John Wooden, now 95 years
of age, is the paragon of success,
having 10 national championships
and the namesake for the best col
legiate basketball player, the John
Wooden Award to his credit.
Wooden won 665 games as a
coach and earned the 10 national
championships in a span of 12
years, including seven in a row
from 1967 to 1973. His teams still
hold a record winning streak of 88
games in addition to posting four
perfect 30-0 seasons along with
38 straight games in the NCAA
tournament.
So what exactly was it that
forced the Otters to lose the game
before it even started? Was it the
11 championship banners that
draped the ceilings of the Pauley
Pavilion, epitomizing Bruin
dominance?
Or was it the menacing size
of the student section that is big
ger than the entire population at
CSUMB?
Is it a possibility that it was
a culmination of the above in
conjunction with the team not
playing to their capacity? It was a
valiant effort from the Otters, and
you can’t discount their tenacity
or say that they were subdued
by fear.
We weren’t intimidated,” said
Jenkins. “From the tip-off it’s still
basketball, you still have to put the
ball in the basket, we just did a poor
job of getting back to the ball.”
It doesn’t help that the Otters
didn’t have much possession time,

Women’s b-ball players will focus on
effort, not outcome next season
Jon Allred, StaffReporter
J ON_ALLRED@CSUMB.EDU

which would probably speak vol
umes of the scoring patterns that
were displayed.
It also doesn’t help when you
let the 18th ranked team in the
nation get easy points off turn
overs and even easier transition
baskets.
Sure, the Otters scored the first
point with a Jenkins free throw,
but that alone couldn’t give the
men enough momentum to carry
through the rest of the contest.
In the second half alone, the
Otters put up 65 shots and con
verted only 16; the Bruins shot
58.6 percent and generally had
their way with the Otters, out
performing them in all statistical
categories.
The Otters had a lot of trouble
with off-guard Arron Afílalo, who
had 16 points and three steals
in the game. Afílalo was also a
starter for the 2004 McDonalds
All-American game, where the
best high school basketball play
ers in the nation showcase their
talent on national television.
With no such players of
that caliber on a still-adjusting
Division-!! squad, it’s easy to see
why the point disparities were so
lopsided.
Despite the 63 point shellack
ing, CSUMB remained poised,
not being intimidated by a very
formidable competitor.
An upset would have been
nice, but instead, they’ll just
learn from the experience, which
will bode well for the young
team in the future.

Eating a NutriGrain bar inside the
CSUMB basketball office at the
Otter Sports Center, a grin comes
across the face of CSUMB wom
en’s basketball Coach Amber
Magner, who has the Lady Otters
focusing on effort this season.
The focus of the Otters this
year will not be on the outcome
of games, but on the effort in the
games, which Magner stresses
is of high importance. Similar
to the NBA’s Phoenix Suns,
Magner wants an offense that is
quick and will utilize a run-andgun style.
With a type of gameplay style
that will be taxing both mentally
and physically, Magner is aware
that mistakes will be made,
something the players hope to
keep to a minimum for their
upcoming games. Mistakes were

a part of a big problem last year
for the ladies.
“We need to improve on mis
takes such as taking care of the
ball, handling pressure situations,
team unity and communication,”
said guard Annie Hanshew, a

Mistakes were a part
of a big problem last
year for the ladies.
junior HPWE major.
Teammate and HPWE major
guard/forward Tes Soracco said,
“We are going to play hard and
start off as strong as possible, get
ting as many wins as we can.”
“You are going to see ups and
downs this season because of the
nature of the game. There will
be good nights and awful nights,
which is why we are focusing on
the effort. This is new to a lot of
our players and mistakes will be
made,” said Magner.

Magner wants the team to cre
ate a positive energy that will be
contagious for the few fans that
attend the home games. With
the average attendance at 288,
the players aim to get more fans
inside the Kelp Bed with fast
paced games that are exciting to
watch.
“We expect the new players
to contribute and our returners
to step up. If everyone adjusts to
their roles and focus on the team
concept, everything should be
fun,” said Magner.
Assistant Coach Brianna
Chambers said, “It’s about put
ting all the pieces together and
getting into a groove, focusing
on rebounding, ball control and
playing with intensity* for a frill
40 minutes. It’s a different atmo
sphere playing at the Division
II level, especially for the new
players. We need to get them
used to that atmosphere.”

not to be cheezy but...
The Otter Realm
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DC PIZZA
goodfood makes good design!
Late night pizza hours: Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 8 p.m. - midnight
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Just for the kelp of it: Crazies show support for Otters
Jon Allred, StaffReporter

have created some of the best
atmosphere for teams to play in.
The main goal of the Kelp Bed
Their voices can be heard outside Crazies is to support and motivate
of the Kelp Bed Arena. Their the otter players by getting inside
faces and bodies are usually cov the head of an opposing player or
ered with green paint, while wear coach by being as loud as they
ing the most outlandish outfits possibly can. “Everytime I can
they can think of. Their antics get a player or coach to say some
and cheers usually upset and frus thing to me, I’ve done my job,”
trate opposing players, coaches, said Dragus.
Cecchettini said, “Lately, we
parents and even referees. Who
are they? They are CSUMB’s have been making up chants and
own sports fanatics known as the being as loud as we possibly can
by bringing cow bells and stomp
Kelp Bed Crazies.
The Kelp Bed Crazies were ing on the bleachers as hard as
originally formed three years ago we can to get into the other teams
by AJ Cecchettini, a junior ESSP head.”
CSUMB Athletic Director
major, Bryan Dragus, a junior
business major and Andrew and men’s basketball Coach Bill
Trumbo has seen plenty of the
Hennig, a junior ESSP major.
“All three of us were fresh Kelp Bed Crazies in his time at
men, living on the same floor CSUMB.
“The Kelp Bed Crazies are an
in building 205. Andy and I
decided to paint up like the fans enthusiastic addition to our home
do at Gonzaga (Andy’s former events. You can hear them come
college). We had green paint into the Kelp Bed Arena and they
and wrote ‘kill and die’ for the add excitement, fun and create an
basketball games. We also had excellent environment to play in,”
‘suck this’ painted on with an said Trumbo. “They are the most
arrow pointing to our crotch,” organized of spontaneous cheer
ing sections and you never know
said Cecchettini.
“We just decided to wear the what to expect with them. They
most insane things-we could find. have a lack of predictability. No
I started by wearing my giant one knows what they will wear
sombrero from Mexico and fel or do.”
One would imagine that being
low member Jared Jungwirth
sported a painted volleyball on that loud and vocal at a sporting
his head recently. We will wear event would cause complaints by
anything that will cause us atten anyone associated with or playing
for the opposing teams.
tion,” said Dragus.
“There are
“We take pride
in what we do
a
couple of
In a recent incident,
and try to look
complaints
parents of the Chico
as ridiculous as
every game,”
State women’s
possible.
It’s
said Hennig.
volleyball team came
open to anyone
“We
have
to the game at CSUMB
who wants to do
been almost
it. It’s just a mat
to protect their
kicked out of
ter of you doing
10 games but
daughters from the
it,” said Hennig.
we
do what
Kelp Bed Crazies after
EveryCSUMB
we go to do.”
hearing about them.
home game, the
Almost
Kelp Bed Crazies
being kicked
are out in full
out of games
force, supporting the otter play
is one thing,
ers harder than anyone else in but no one could have expected
attendance. By painting up in the the incident that occurred a cou
CSUMB green and gold and tak ple of weeks ago after a volleyball
ing off their clothes, the Crazies game against Cal State Hayward.
Jon_Allred@csumb.edu

Members of the Kelp Bed Crazies pump up before the heckling begins (above). Below, the Crazies strike a pose at a game.

“Two weeks ago during a vol
leyball game against Cal State
Hayward, we got into the coach’s
head really good. After the game,
their coach flipped us off and
came over to us, trying to get into
a confrontation. All we said was
‘nice sweater vest.’ Their coach
was being very unprofessional
and we didn’t say anything derog
atory, yet the police were called.
If we can get into their heads that
much, then it’s all worth it,” said
Hennig.
In another recent incident, par
ents of the Chico State women’s
volleyball team came to the game
at CSUMB to protect their daugh
ters from the Kelp Bed Crazies
after hearing about them.
However, the Kelp Bed Crazies
were not in full force that night
as Jungwirth was playing in a
soccer game that same day and
most of the Crazies were at that
game first.
Before the Kelp Bed Crazies
make their presence felt at
CSUMB sporting events, they
have a traditional, two-hour pre
game ritual that is fun and relax

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY JON ALLRED

ing by listening to music and
being spontaneous.
“We get pumped up to get in
the opposing teams heads and we
relax by playing darts or croquet,”
said Cecchettini. “We quench our
thirst before going to the games
by getting drunk at someone’s
house out in the apartments.”
Loving the passion and enthu
siasm displayed by the Kelp Bed
Crazies, Trumbo does worry
about the Crazies crossing the
line on any given night.

“They tread on the edge and
it is important for them to dem
onstrate positive support for our
teams and not single out other
teams. Parents, officials and
coaches have complained but the
Kelp Bed Crazies are unique to
CSUMB. They can cross the line
and they have to make adjust
ments. We [the coaches] let them
know what’s appropriate and
what is deemed going too far,”
said Trumbo.
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A ball of a season for women’s volleyball team
Grace Castro, Staff Reporter
Grace_Castro@csumb.edu

The women’s volleyball team was victo
rious in their last game of the season on
Saturday winning 3-1 (18-30, 30-25, 3024, 30-25) over Sonoma State. The Otters
ended the 2005 season with 13 wins, the
second most in CSUMB history.
“This game was very important to us.
We wanted to win our last game of the
season,” said team captain and setter, Nicki
Sanderson.
The Otters will be losing two seniors,
defensive specialist Jennifer Holda, a trans
fer from Delta Community College and
midfield back Sarah Huston, a four-year
veteran to CSUMB volleyball.
“They were a great asset to our team,”

said Sanderson. “They will be missed.”
The team proved to be a strong one this
year, breaking many of the CSUMB school
records. “Our team had a lot of firsts this
season that we are all very proud of,” said
Sanderson. Holda ended her career with
1,021 digs, making her the first Otter to
break the 1,000 mark in digs.
Holda and Sanderson became the first
CSUMB players to play in over 100 games
in a single season. Sanderson also became
the first Otter to record 2,000 career assists.
Outside hitter Brittany Etchings, a sopho
more from Poway, Calif, became the first
CSUMB player to have over 400 kills in
a season.
“I am glad we improved so much from
last season. It is definitely a boost for the
confidence of the volleyball program,” said

Holda. “I think the team has a great place
to start from and knows that they will be
able to contend with a lot more teams in
the future.”
The volleyball team will continue its
search for new talent for the upcoming
2006 season. “Recruiting is key for us
next year; we have big shoes to fill,” said
defensive specialist Danielle VandenBos,
a junior from Huntington Beach, Calif.
“We don’t have anyone right now who can
replace her [Holda].”
Despite losing two key players, the Otters
have high hopes for next season.
“We are going to work harder on and off
the court in hopes to improve our wins next
year,” said VandenBos.

Otters, no match for Bruins in b-ball blowout
Kiel Stromgren
Kiel_Stromgren@csumb.edu

Eleven national titles, a living
legend of a former coach and an
alumni class with hall of fame
players. Add to that, former NBA
champions along with a current
team chalked full of McDonalds
All Americans. That is UCLA
Men’s basketball in a nutshell, an
accomplished program with an

“Coach Trumbo
wasn’t really upset
about the result;
however he was upset
with our defensive
recovery throughout
the game.”
-DEVOUGHN LAMONT

unmatched history and incredible
talent.
On the other side of the ball was
a young group of basketball play
ers from CSUMB. The CSUMB
men’s basketball team has small,
if any, experience playing at the
Division I level and are a team
just beginning their second season
in Division II.
To say the least, CSUMB was an
unlikely opponent to a team going

into the National Invitational
Tournament (NIT) tournament
ranked 18th in the nation.
“Obviously it was a bit much to
play a team of that caliber,” said
CSUMB men’s basketball Coach
Bill Trumbo.
Going over the UCLA-CSUMB
game film in coach Trumbo’s
office can give a person a lot
more insight to a game than just
looking at the final score. When
students at CSUMB look at a
final score of 104-41 in favor of
UCLA it looks like a ridiculous
blowout. In fact, it was a ridicu
lous blowout, but the experience
was immeasurable.
Before the game, the Otters
were visited by the legendary
Coach John Wooden. Wooden,
the former UCLA coach who won
11 national titles with players like
Bill Walton and Kareem AbdulJabbar shared his wisdom with
the Otters before they took the
court at Pauley Pavilion.
“Coach Wooden was kind
enough to come in, and he said
it was important to respect the
people you play but don’t get
intimidated,” said Trumbo.
After hearing something like
that from a man who Trumbo
models his coaching style after, it
seems almost impossible to not be
intimidated. However, the Otters
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came out ready to play, scoring
the first point of the game and
actually taking a 1-0 lead.
After taking that lead, the
Otters experienced the wrath of
players like 6-foot-5 guard Arron
Afílalo who put up 16 points and
sophomore guard Jordan Farmer
who led the game with 17 points.
The Otters allowed seven Bruins
to reach double-digit points and
55.3 percent shooting from the
field in the first half.
“Coach Trumbo wasn’t really
upset about the result; however
he was upset with our defensive
recovery throughout the game,”
said captain Devoughn Lamont.
“I agreed with coach because I
thought that we gave up easy
points due to poor defensive
recovery.”
Although there was a level of
admitted humility from Coach
Trumbo, the Otters played strong
and had good open shots, but
couldn’t put the points on the board.
The Otters were not outmatched at
every position; it was the transition
defense that let them down.
“They were so powerful and
had outstanding athletes at every
position. It was that momentary
hum of nothing happening where
they would get past us,” said
Trumbo.
Getting a game like this for

GRAPHIC BY JENNY BANTA

the Otters would normally seem
impossible but Trumbo and Bruins
head coach Ben Howland have
a long history together. When
Howland was playing college
basketball at Weaver, Trumbo
was coaching in the same confer
ence at Idaho.
“I’ve known him coming up
through the ranks; I’ve met his fam
ily and children,” said Trumbo.
At first Howland and Trumbo
agreed on not exchanging game
film with each other but after the

Otters dismantled the Australian
Institute by 13 points, Howland
insisted on getting some film on
the team.
The Otters took the beating at
UCLA as a learning experience
and Trumbo got a good look at
the strengths and weaknesses in
his team. Through this and other
experiences, the team hopes to
become stronger and they look
to improve on their season from
last year.

Arts & Essence

The old dock is one location in the film “Cannery Row,” and is one stop of the Monterey Movie Tours.

Resident
Chad Ghiron, Photo Editor
Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu

“Monterey has been a been a very large not your room. No slobbering, no chew
movie location for a long time and we ing, you will wear a flea collar. This is not
have always been filmed as somewhere your room. No begging for food, no sniff
else,” Doug Lumsden, president of .The ing of crotches, and you will not drink
Monterey Movie Tours, said.
from my toilet. This is not your room.”
Starting from the Monterey Beach
After a few seconds of looking around,
Resort in an air-conditioned 32-passen- and no one answering Lumsden excitedly
ger motor coach with luxury, high-back said, “Turner from ‘Turner and Hooch,”
seating which looks like a dressed up the 1989 movie staring Tom Hanks.
Greyhound, the tour travels along the
While driving through Cannery Row,
scenic roads of Monterey, Pacific Grove, the guide points out different scenes such
Pebble Beach, and Carmel, making stops as “Clash by Night,” starring Marilyn
along the way to see sights which are Monroe and Barbara Stanwyck, a few
driven by unnoticed everyday but will go scenes in the movie “Cannery Row,”
down in film his
and “Star Trek IV:
tory.
The
Voyage Home”
While driving back to the
Throughout the
at Monterey Bay
Hotel after a long day of
tour, the guide
Aquarium
where
movie trivia and sight
shows clips of dif
humpback
whales
seeing, the music, “There’s
ferent movies, all
were supposable
No Business like Show
ranging from the
held in captivity.
Business” comes on, as if I
1920 to the late
Only a few min
wasn’t movied out as it was.
1980s.
utes down the road
We stopped at
again,
Lumsden
Lover’s Point in
points out to the bay
Pacific Grove. Lumsden got up and looked and tells us, “sailing scenes were filmed in
around for a few seconds and than asked the movies ‘Captain’s Courageous’ and
who said, “These are the simple rules. No ‘Mutiny on the Bounty.’ And, least we for
barking, now growling, you will not lift get one of our most memorable movies...
your leg to anything in this house. This is ‘Monster from the Ocean Floor.’”

This house was one of the filming locations in the film “A Summer Place.”

Pacific Grove, where “Turner & Hooch”
was filmed, was given a fictional name:
“Cypress Grove.” P.G. is also the home
to the resort seen in “A Summer Place”
staring Sandra Dee, Richard Egan, and
Dorothy McGuire.
Along 17 Mile Drive in Pebble Beach,
there have been many action driving
scenes in movies such as “My Favorite
Brunette,” “Julie,” “Chandler,” “The Big
Bounce,” “The Parent Trap,” “My Blood
Runs Cold,” and “Susan Slade.”
The Lodge at Pebble Beach has been
the location for many movies, such as
“National Velvet,” “Julie,” “Follow the
Sun,” “The Ghost & Mrs. Muir,” and “In

PHOTOS BY CHAD GHIRON

Love and War.”
The tour ends in Carmel, the film
ing location for scenes from movies like
’’Seems Like Old Times,” “The Lady Says
No,” “A Summer Place,” and “Play Misty
for Me,” which starred their former mayor
and Oscar winner Clint Eastwood.
While driving back to the Hotel after
a long day of movie trivia and sight see
ing, the music, “There’s No Business like
Show Business” comes on, as if I wasn’t
movied out as it was.
For more information about the tour
visit MontereyMovieTours.com.
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Jingle bell
shop

Gifts for the light
pocketed and big
hearted

Kiel Stromgren, Staff Reporter
Kiel_Stromgren@csumb.edu

The holiday season always seems to sneak
up on those known as the “gift-giving
challenged,” the people with just too many
things going on, not enough money, or just
too lazy to take a shower, brush their teeth,
and actually go to the mall.
For all those folks unable to make it out
to the malls, this year’s online shopping is
at an all-time high. People are spending
26 percent more online than they did last
Christmas, according to the San Francisco
Chronicle.
“I think that online shopping for CSUMB
students is a good idea because we live in
a small area with not many big malls
without driving to San Jose,” said Rachel
Petlowany, senior Liberal Studies major.
“So to shop online is convenient and
there are cute clothes from magazines,
like Delia’s, that you can buy online,” said
Petlowany.
With virtually everything a gift-buying
consumer could possibly want online, the
Internet may be the perfect solution during
the busy and stressful holiday season.
Web sites such as Overstock.com offer
everything from cars to a cashmere scarf
and glove set for $49.99.
Along with Overstock.com there are
thousands of similar Web sites like Buy.
com, Half.com and Froogle, a search
engine provided by Google that helps find
the more illusive gifts that are usually hard
to find.
One of the greatest benefits of online
shopping is that they never close; shopping
online is open 24 hours a day, seven days
per week.
“You can do your shopping during your
breaks, during homework, and if you have
an idea during studying you can go online
10 Otter Realm | Dec. 8—Dec. 14,2005

Shopping online cuts out long waits for the register and brings the face-to-face with strangers factor down to zero.

and make a purchase,” said Justin Cox,
senior HCOM major.
For those students agonizing over what
to get mom, Half.com offers a brand new
copy of Yanni’s “Live at the Acropolis” CD
for a mere $7.69.
Stressing out over what to get dad?

Amazon.com sells hundreds of discount
magazine subscriptions including: ESPN
the Magazine, which costs only $14.97 for
a year subscription.
The only remaining challenge is finding
out what people actually want.

photos by rachel kane
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Be creative
Ashleen Aimes, Staff Reporter
ASHLEEN_AIMES@CSUMB.EDU

Glue: 79 cents at Target. Scrapbook: eight
dollars at Target. Ribbon and glitter: four
dollars at Target. Giving a gift that comes
from the heart: PRICELESS.
Do something different for Christmas or
Chanukah this year without having to spend
way over budget. Try being creative.
Scrapbooks are inexpensive, fun, and
are fairly easily to put together, but the
best part about them is they come from
the heart.
Mix CDs with songs that remind the
gifter of the giftee are always a great idea.

The CDs are rather inexpensive and can be
found at almost any major store, plus, put
ting together particular songs for a person
takes time and thought, which is the only
thing that really counts.
Baked goods like cookies, cakes and
brownies are great gifts for co-workers and
casual acquaintances. Use some colorful
plastic wrap and a ribbon to ornament the
delicious package.
Another good way to go is to gift what
a person knows. If they are a painter, give
them new brushes. If they are a sculptor,
give them a new glaze. If they are a pho
tographer, give them film. People always
appreciate utility.
There are also the classics like real life
coupons, which are pieces of paper that
basically have something like, “This cou

pon good for one (1) foot massage
from me” written on them.
These are only good if they are
legitimate and actually redeem'
able, so be careful with what is
promised.

Cheap awd easy gifts fir
hristwas and Chanukah
This coupon good for one (1)

from your loving____________

(signature)
Custom made mixed CD:
- One blank CD
- 60 minutes of hand-picked
tunes
- CD burner
*Make sure to write the rea
son for every song on the
sleeve inside the case
Fresh baked Christmas cookies:
- Various cookie cutters
- Tubes of cookie dough
- Cookie sheet
- Spatula
- Love

Cut out these coupons and
insert backrubs for that
special someone, a kitchen
cleaning for a roommate and
straight A’s next semester
for parents.

Good from 12-25-05 to 12-25-06

This coupon good for one (1)

from your loving____________

(signature)
Good from 12-25-05 to 12-25-06
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Realm sits

Audience goes to the Pharcyde

shotgun
with UPD

Chad Ghiron, Photo Editor
Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu

On Friday, Dec. 2, the house at the BBC
came down with The Pharcyde at one of its
greatest shows since its opening in 1996.
Openers Bizzario Brando and DJ QUIN,
put on a high energy set engaging the crowd
and setting the mood for the rest of the night.
Following Bizzario Brando and DJ QUIN
was the local politically driven rock-rap
group Para La Gente.
The lights went down, the beat came up,
and the packed crowd pushed forward. The
smell of sweat, alcohol, and excitement was
thick in the air.
After a few minutes of yelling and
applauding from the crowd, The Pharcyde’s
Imani Wilcox and Bootie Brown came on
stage accompanied by their drummer, key
board player and DJ.
The nearly two hour set included a bar
rage of songs ranging from “Runnin’,”
off their 1994 commercial success
“Labcabincalifomia” and “Passing Me By”
from their debut album, “Bizarre Ride II the
Pharcyde” released in 1992, to new mate
rial from their latest release, “Humboldt
Beginnings,” which came out in 2004.
The Pharcyde had such a welcoming recep
tion they came back on stage for a 30-minute
encore. That only made the crowd want more
even after the lights in the house came up.
Wilcox and Brown showed such a deep
appreciation and admiration toward the
crowd they stayed around to talk and party
with the audience.

Kimber Solana, StaffReporter
KIMBERRY_SOLANA@CSUMB.EDU

With the spotlight shining on the entrance
and a flashlight in hand, we walked in to a
deserted building with a drained Olympic
sized swimming pool. Officer Erik Rueppel
noticed the door of the building was open. I
followed him inside.
“People come out here and vandalize
these buildings,” the officer said, but after
searching the building and its locker rooms,
we found nothing except darkness.
It was a clear and cool November night
as I walked towards the University Police
Department (UPD) to go on a police-ridealong. I shadowed Rueppel on his Saturday
night shift riding shotgun in his police
cruiser.
After we walked through the abandoned
building with the swimming pool, we spent
most of the night shining spotlights on dark
areas behind old military buildings and
overgrown brush. Rueppel shared tales of
finding people selling marijuana and even
prostituting out of the abandoned build
ings.
“Visibility is a very important part of our
job,” said Rueppel as he parked on the cor
ner of General Jim Moore and First Street,
looking for drunk drivers and people run
ning the stop sign.
The night became interesting around the
208 parking area. We spotted two students
exiting a car and waving at us. Obliviously,
I waved back to one of them, who I recog
nized, and Rueppel abruptly drove up to
them and began asking questions.
One student had a bottle of cheap vodka
while the other had a liter of soda.
“Safe-keeping” was the excuse the stu
dent gave for having the alcohol with him.
Knowing that most students living in
the dorms were freshmen and sophomores
under 21, Rueppel asked for their IDs.
’fhe student carrying the vodka was 21
years old. But the other student, who also
claimed to be 21, voice and hands shook as
Rueppel discovered he was bom in 1985.
I thought lying would be one of the worst
things a person can do to a police officer,
UPD

Hip-hop artist Imani Wilcox.

continued on page 14

The Pharcyde was welcomed by a packed house at the BBC Dec. 2.
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Adam's Pics
A funny thing called love
Half a century before Rob Reiner
and Nora Ephron’s 1989, “When
Harry Met Sally,” Leo McCarey’s
1937 film, “The Awful Truth,”
constructed the perfect formula
for a romantic-comedy: a slightly
romantic tone without getting
too nauseating, knee-slapping

humor, and magnificent onscreen
chemistry between the intriguing
lead roles.
Most of the film was impro
vised by the director and the cast,
giving it a natural tone void of the
drab dialogue that plagued many
studio scripts of the same era.
To friends, Lucy
(Irene Dunne) and
Jerry Warriner (Cary
Grant) are the toast of
Manhattan: beautiful,
wealthy, and madly
in love.
We are introduced
to Jerry, the dashing
Cary Grant with an
indestructible part in
his hair, wistful eyes,
and a mystifying
cleft in his chin. He
tans himself under
a heat lamp to con
vince his wife that he
had been in Florida
for the past week on
a business trip.
Our first encounter
with Mrs. Warriner,

the stunning beauty with a match
ing cleft chin, is in the couple’s
New York City apartment. She
storms in with her ostentatious
voice teacher following closely. She
begins explaining to Jerry how she
and Armand Duvalle (Alexander
D’Arcy), her voice teacher, had
to stay overnight in a country inn
after having car trouble.
Jerry flips out at Lucy and
accuses her of cheating on him
and lying, just as he did for the
past week when he said he had
been in Florida.
And the Warriners file for
divorce only ten minutes into the
film. This was a huge risk taken
during a time when the mere

utterance of the word “divorce”
was considered to be taboo.
The latter part of the film takes
place during the 60-day period
before the divorce is finalized.
With the film beginning in such
tragedy, it’s hard to foresee any
comedy. But the divorce sets the
comedy in action.
Jerry and Lucy live their sepa
rate lives but run into each other
often, accidentally on purpose. It
helps that the court granted Jerry
visitations with Mr. Smith, the
couple’s wiry-haired terrier.
Lucy quickly finds herself
involved with Dan, a wealthy
oilman from Oklahoma whose
mother is a scary version of

Norman Bates. Jerry sees the two
getting serious so he begins mak
ing unannounced visits, checking
in and spying on Lucy and Danthe-square, poking fun at Lucy
for being with such a dullard,
mamma’s boy.
Jerry becomes involved with
Barbara Vance (Molly Lamont),
the Paris Hilton of the time. Being
such a frequent face in the front
page tabloids, Lucy eventually
sees pictures of Vance and Jerry
attending several elite events
together.
It’s when Lucy hears that Jerry
and Vance are engaged that she
looses her composure: she shows
up at Vance’s parents’ dinner party
completely drunk, pretending to
be an aggressively savage sister
of Jerry’s.
Jerry and Lucy continue to
make sure they foil each other’s
chance of finding romance in
another person but it’s not meant
to be mischievous. It’s a play
ful impulsivity that sometimes
accompanies love.
It’s understandable why the
court gives a 60-day period to
finalize a divorce: it’s the perfect
opportunity for a couple to try
to rediscover their love for each
other, which may have never gone
away in the first place.

CSUMB grad offers alternative eats in Toro Park
Erin Nokes, Staff Reporter
Erin_Nokes@csumb.edu

Hardly noticeable from Portola Drive in
the Toro Park area of Salinas, amongst
the 7-11 and several real estate offices
lies a café owned and operated by one of
CSUMB’s recent graduates.
Heather (Rotharmel) Strickland gradu
ated in the spring of last year with a B.A.
in Liberal Studies. A few months after get
ting married, she and her husband, Brian
Strickland, opened Peachy Cheeks, the
only eatery alternative to Village Pizza and
7-11 for locals and dog walkers who fre
quent the area. The Stricklands had a rev
elation one day while walking their dog.
“We realized there was no place for peo
ple to sit and have a sandwich or a snack,
only pizza or 7-11,” said Strickland.

The Stricklands got to work and found
an old office building with old grey car
pet in need of some major changes. With
hard work, some paint, and hard wood
floors, Peachy Cheeks was open for busi
ness in July.
It happened in the perfect time in her
life. Strickland had decided that entering
the teaching world would not have been
realistic.
“There are just too many strikes and
layoffs right now among teachers that it
just isn’t worth it,” she said.
“CSUMB prepared me to be a teacher,
not to own my own business, but hav
ing good communication skills and child
development skills from the classes I took
have helped with how I manage employees
and interact with customers,” she said.
The café’s motif revolves around its

name, including: peach-colored walls,
ceilings and even a peach colored dessert
refrigerator display.
“Peachy Cheeks was actually a nick
name of mine that a customer used to call
me when I worked at a coffee shop in col
lege. He called me it because I just have
very rosy cheeks,” said Strickland.
The café is somewhat hard to find,
blocked by a small group of trees, in the
back of the only shopping center in the
area, but Strickland has plans fon getting
more attention with the makings of a new
sign sitting in the back seat of her car. She
plans to put it together in the near future
and it will sit out in front of the café on
the sidewalk.
“Business has been good. Everyone that
comes in only has positive things to say
and they always come back,” she said.

The café is the place to be for local pre
school parents and teachers on their lunch
breaks and for their before-school coffee.
The café is equipped with two large
pool tables, lounge chairs, black and white
photos of people and places, and almost
3,000 square feet.
With all the space, “we are open to host
ing public and private events, I already
have a party booked for Christmas and we
just had a craft fair,” she said.
Strickland added that someone has
recently showed interest in booking them
for a birthday party.
The café caters all types of food, from
coffee and desserts to sandwiches and
soups ranging in size according to appe
tites. They are open from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and 6 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
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In the realm of the Wild
Every fall semester, universities across the
nation are invaded by wild animals known
as freshman that are found roaming around
campus and within dorms- as they experi
ence unlimited freedom withheld from
them by their previous caretakers.
For most colleges this is the extent of
their interaction with wildlife. For CSUMB
this is not the case. CSUMB is located next
to a wildlife sanctuary that is the home to
numerous animals and plant life that are
native to the area around campus.
Students are not surprised to hear about
their classmate’s experiences with wildlife.
At CSUMB living with the animals is part
of the college experience.
Within the east apartments the howling
of coyotes can be heard at different hours
of the night, and with the fog creeping from
the ocean, the deer come out of hiding and
explore the streets and sidewalks.
While driving along the roads near cam
pus, it is not uncommon to have to slow
down to dodge deer, raccoons, or wild
turkeys.
Alison Sahli, team captain of the wom
en’s golf team, finds them out on the
golf course sometimes. “Every time I see

wild turkeys on the course I just think of
Thanksgiving, gobble gobble.”
On top of streetlights students can
observe hawks as they watch over their
nest and monitor their territory.
The largest predator on the Fort Ord
public lands is. the California mountain
lion. Signs along the trails give warnings
about the lions and offers safety advice as
to what to do if a hiker makes contact with
a mountain lion.
Eric Palmer, a member of the CSUMB
cross country team, has spotted some of
these animals while running on the trails.
“Me and my cross country team mem
bers come across a lot of wildlife when we
run out in the Fort Ord trails. Most of the
animals, especially the predators like the
bobcats and coyotes we see, are very shy
and we mainly get to see them because we
move so fast and we catch them by sur
prise,” Palmer said.
The lions are no reason to avoid going
for a bike ride out on the trails because
there has never been a mountain lion attack
in this area. Some safety precautions that
one can take are to never hike alone, never
approach or run away from a lion, never
crouch or bend down, and if a lion does
approach you the best thing to do is make
yourself appear as large as possible.

traffic stop on Abrams. We saw a car with
a broken taillight drive by. I stood behind
the car while Rueppel informed him of his
light and let him go.
He told me the man was in his work
clothes and was already planning on fix
ing the problem and giving him a ticket
wouldn’t really solve anything.
Just before midnight came the most
exhilarating event of the night. A call came
in that a man holding a “shiny object,” pos
sibly a gun, was seen driving off in a dark
Chevy Blazer in Marina.
A few minutes later on the intersec
tion of Abrams and Imjin, a dark Chevy
Blazer crossed our path heading toward
Reservation Road.
Rueppel quickly turned and sped up
getting close to the car. He tried getting

a response on the radio giving him the
go ahead to pull the car over. A rush of
adrenaline kicked in. The car continued on
to Reservation and turned left on to Blanco
Road when Rueppel was finally given per
mission to pull the car over.
We pulled over the side of the road;
Reuppel opened his door, stood behind it,
and yelled for the driver to get out of the
car twice.
“Just get out of the car!”
With a confused look on his face, a man
came out and walked towards us. He didn’t
speak any English but, Officer Demetrick
Caballero arrived as backup and assisted
Rueppel. It didn’t take long to figure out
that we had the wrong person.
We drove back to campus disappointed
that we had not gotten the “bad guy.”

Chui Archuleta, Staff Reporter
Donald_Akchuleta@csijmb.eou

UPD

...from page 12

short of calling them “pig.” I prepared to
see my first arrest of the night, but Rueppel
only informed them of the seriousness of
lying to a police officer and let them go.
“I’m sorry, really sorry,” both students
whimpered as we walked back to the car.
Around 10:15 p.m., a call was made for
a complaint of an “out of control” party in
Frederick Park.
A flood of students were walking back
to their apartments dressed in fancy gowns,
long sleeved shirts, and slacks. They were
leaving a Cocktail Party. We met up with
a yellow-vested residential advisor who
informed us that the party was registered
and wasn’t “out of control.”
After we left the party, we made our first
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After one more noise complaint in
Schoonover Park and another at the North
Quad involving students grinding on a
cement bench with their skateboards, it
was time to head back to the station. It was
already 1 a.m.; I was ready to go to bed,
while Rueppel was only half way through
his shift.
I walked slowly back to my building
realizing there is more to the UPD than
handing out speeding tickets and alcohol
violations.
Their main purpose is to be seen, prevent
crime, and be ready to respond to any calls
that may require their assistance.
I was, however, somewhat disheartened
by the fact that I didn’t get to witness any
gang fights.

Opinion

Miss Epiphany

goes on
My roomate has a new boyfriend
and their favorite thing to do is
play with each other’s anatomy
on my couch in the living room.
When I come home every night,
I step into Wild Kingdom.
Boxer shorts, bras, belts and
sofa cushions are strewn about
the place.
Half empty Chinese food con
tainers from the Happy Dragon
are seeping on the kitchen counter
as she and her latest Myspace
fling loudly tickle and grind each
other.
As I near the front door her
giggles and squeals emminate
through the cracks in the weather
stripping like a foul stench.

safari

part one
They permeate my ears with
sharp closeness.
Being used to the deer in the
headlights look when I open the
door, I cautiously slip my key into
the lock and jingle my set exces
sively as a warning.
I turn the knob and open the
door to find two half naked people
under a marginally sized blanket
on top of each other, looking at
me like they’ve been caught. This
makes the experience of coming
home a bittersweet one.
Sure, I’m happy to be able to
finally get to my bathroom, wash
the day off my face and decom
press, but it’s made difficult to
enjoy when I immediately feel

The scene of the crime.

like I should leave.
The looks from the two of them
range from mildly annoyed to
completely shocked at my arrival.
They casually scramble for cover
and pretend to assume some sem
blance of modesty.
Thus begins the feigning of
interest in my day. “How was
your day,” she asks, pulling her
shirt down as he quietly zips up
his jeans.
“It was ok,” I, monotone.
Why do they persist in mug
ging down in the living room
every night when they know I am
on my way home? Rather than
accept the possibly true but also
completely ludicrous idea that I

"You have murdered me in my
prime and displayed my decorated

have managed to ally myself in a
living situation with a closet exhi
bitionist, I come to the simplest
conclusion.
No home training.
This whole situation immedi
ately brings to mind the phrase,
“Didn’t your mother ever tell you
not to . . .”
The most puzzling thing about
the situation is frankly, their puz
zlement. It’s like walking into a
room frill of naked, bald people
and having them tell me I’m over
dressed and hairy.
It’s like social norms and rules
of consideration are alien in this
paralell universe we call infatu
ation.
After hours more foreplay in
the common space of the apart
ment, he departs with much pro
test from her and she makes her
way into my room.
“Goodnight,” she chippers at

me, and goes to bed leaving a
mountain of shoes, trash, clothes,
dirty plates and cooties to remain
in the living room, presumably
for her mom to clean up.
Too bad her mom doesn’t live
with us. So after a few days go
by and I ask her if she would
clean up her mess and she assures
me she will but doesn’t, I end up
doing it myself.
Poof! I’m a mother of two at
21. Not quite National Enquirer
but still strange to me.
So after many unsuccess
ful attempts to get her alone to
talk about the problem, I have
resolved to comer her before she
heads to sleep the next time this
happens.
Hopefully there will be hillarious results.
Wish me luck, readers.
To be continnued . . .

and decaying corpse in your sit
ting room to fulfill your desire to

participate in an antiquated
and consumer driven
tradition.”
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Campus Life

Barrzo Brando, Pharcyde a success at BBC

Barrzo Brando works the mic, opening
for the Pharcyde at the BBC on Dec. 2
(far left). Wall-to-wall audience mem
bers’ welcoming atmosphere earned
them a 30-minute encore from the hiphop artists. Above, Imani Wilcox (on
stage, left) and Bootie brown (on stage
right) perform.

Photos by Cha
d Ghiron

Person on Campus
What do you want for Christmas?
Elizabeth Falk
VPA

Chad Ghiron Photo Editor
Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu

5TH YEAR

Karina Farley
PSYCHOLOGY
SOPHOMORE

“The Christmas I am going
to Las Vegas and spending
all my holiday money.”

‘“64 Galaxy”

Charlie Hunt
BUSINESS

Alan Rosemberg
BUSINESS

FRESHMAN

“Sun Flower seeds!”

JUNIOR

Trevor McHenry
BUSINESS

FRESHMAN

“An Al Merrik Surfboard.”
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“I want a 2006 Spyker C8
Spyder”

